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ISSUES FOR REVIEW
1.

Whether the Superior Court erred in applying Vermont's Access to Public

Records Act, rather than the Vermont Rules for Public Access to Court Records, in deciding that
a Superior Court decision quashing an inquest subpoena should remain sealed and inaccessible to
the public, in its entirety and indefinitely. Pp. 9-15.
2.

Whether, in addition to Vermont's right of access to court records, the First

Amendment requires the unsealing of the court decision at issue. Pp. 15-21.
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Preliminary Statement
Pursuant to the Vermont Rules for Public Access to Court Records (the "Rules") and the
First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, Gray Television, Inc. seeks to unseal a February 16,
2018 Superior Court decision that quashed an inquest subpoena to its station WCAX-TV (the
"Subpoena Decision"). The Subpoena Decision applied a recently enacted Vermont reporter's
shield statute to reject the subpoena for unpublished footage gathered while journalists were
reporting the news.
While the Subpoena Decision is the underlying subject of this litigation, this appeal arises
from the denial of Gray Television's separate motion months afterward, following the
completion of the inquest, to unseal the Subpoena Decision and thereby make it available to the
public. See Nov. 8, 2018 Order ("Order"), PC1-PC6. In a public decision denying the motion,
the Superior Court adopted a per se rule that every record relating to inquests is confidential and
not subject to public disclosure — including "any written rulings the court made." Id. at PC5. In
so doing, the court mistakenly relied on the law enforcement records exemption under Vermont's
Access to Public Records Act ("PRA"), rather than the Rules that govern access to judicial
records. The Court also failed to recognize the constitutional rights implicated in the
withholding of a judicial decision, in its entirety and indefinitely, from the citizens of this state.
Excluding from public view a decision of the court, which not only adjudicated the rights
of a media entity but that was also the first judicial application of a new Vermont statute, is clear
error under both the Rules and the First Amendment. The Rules provide that "[t]he public shall
have access to all case records, in accordance with the provisions of this rule, except as provided
in subsection (b) of this section" — a subsection that does not include judicial decisions in inquest
proceedings, or indeed inquest proceedings at all. Vt. Pub. Acc. Ct. Rec. Rule 6(a)-(b) (emphasis
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added). The express purpose of the Rules is to protect the public interest in an open judicial
system. See Vt. Pub. Acc. Ct. Rec. Rule 1, reporter's note ("The judiciary, like the other
branches of state government, is accountable to the public. Open access to its records and
proceedings is essential to maintaining public trust and confidence in the operation of the court
system."). As relevant here, these provisions also create "an affirmative right of public access to
court records." In re Sealed Documents, 172 Vt. 152, 156-57, 772 A.2d 518, 523 (2001) (citing
prior codification).
In addition to the Rules, this Court has also repeatedly recognized that Vermont citizens
have a separate constitutional right of access to court proceedings and filings. State v. Schaefer,
157 Vt. 339, 347, 599 A.2d 337, 342 (1991) (recognizing First Amendment right of public access
in criminal cases "to most pretrial documents as well as to pretrial court proceedings"); see also
Greenwood v. Wolchik, 149 Vt. 441, 442, 544 A.2d 1156, 1157 (1988); State v. Tallman, 148 Vt.
465, 473, 537 A.2d 422, 427 (1987). Thus, as in all other U.S. jurisdictions, in Vermont "we
start with the presumption that pretrial proceedings and documents are open to the public,
closure being the exception rather than the rule." Tallman, 148 Vt. at 474, 537 A.2d at 427-28.
That constitutionally based right of access to court records, like the rights codified in the Rules,
vindicates the public interest to hold accountable, and have confidence in, the judiciary. See,
e.g., U.S. v. Alcantara, 396 F.3d 189, 194-95 (2d Cir. 2005) (citing Richmond Newspapers, Inc.
v. Virginia, 448 U.S. 555, 580 (1980), and Globe Newspaper Co. v. Super. Ct., 457 U.S. 596,
604 (1982)).
This right of access to judicial records is the most forceful with regard to a court's orders
and decisions. Judicial decisions in Vermont, as elsewhere, serve two critical functions in the
rule of law: they adjudicate the rights of litigants and, at the same time, they become a part of the
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common law of the state. For this reason, our democratic society has a long, unbroken tradition
of public access to court orders. See, e.g., Co. Doe v. Pub. Citizen, 749 F.3d 246, 267-68 (4th
Cir. 2014) ("Without access to judicial opinions, public oversight of the courts, including the
processes and outcomes they produce, would be impossible."); U.S. v. Mentzos, 462 F.3d 830,
843 n.4 (8th Cir. 2006) (refusing to seal a judicial opinion because "decisions of the court are a
matter of public record"); Union Oil Co. of Cal. v. Leavell, 220 F.3d 562, 568 (7th Cir. 2000)
("Judicial proceedings are public rather than private property . . . . [I]t should go without saying
that the judge's opinions and orders belong in the public domain.") (Easterbrook, C.J.). As one
federal appellate court has noted, "[t]he Supreme Court issues public opinions in all cases, even
those involving state secrets." Hicklin Eng'g, L.C. v. Bartell, 439 F.3d 346, 348-49 (7th Cir.
2006) (Easterbrook, C.J.) (citing New York Times co. v. U.S., 403 U.S. 713 (1971)); see also id.
at 349 ("We hope never to encounter another sealed opinion.").
Although the separate public access rights under the Rules and the First Amendment are
not absolute, compelling and specific circumstances must justify any sealing, especially when the
sealing encompasses the court's own orders and decisions. No such exigent circumstances exist
here, and the Superior Court did not even attempt to articulate them. See, e.g., Order at PC3
(rejecting even a "balancing test" under PRA). Rather, the Superior Court concluded that the
procedures governing inquest proceedings generally compelled a categorical sealing of all of its
orders, including the Subpoena Decision. See generally Order. This was error, and the full
Subpoena Decision should promptly be made available to the public.
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Statement of the Case
I.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND1
The Vermont Legislature in 2017 passed, and the Governor signed, a shield law to protect

journalists in most instances from the compelled disclosure of newsgathering information, thus
bringing Vermont into the company of the majority of U.S. states with such statutes. Vt. Law
2017, No. 40, eff. May 17, 2017 (codified at 12 V.S.A. § 1615) (the "Vermont Shield Law").
The provision was a profound affirmation of the independent role of a free press in Vermont: It
protects against the discovery of both confidential news sources and the reporting process itself —
i.e., non-confidential newsgathering materials like unpublished notes, drafts, and outtakes. 12
V.S.A. § 1615(b)(1)-(2).2 The statute thus expanded the reporter's privilege beyond the bare
protections mandated by the First Amendment, which this Court has found inapplicable to
criminal inquests, In re Inquest Subpoena (WCAX), 2005 VT 103,

18, 179 Vt. 12, 890 A.2d

1240, and to non-confidential newsgathering documents and information, Spooner v. Town of
Topsham, 2007 VT 98,19115-16, 182 Vt. 328, 937 A.2d 641.
WCAX-TV invoked the Vermont Shield Law several months after its enactment in
response to an inquest subpoena from the State's Attorney. Order at PC1. The inquest was
opened by the State's Attorney for the State of Washington on January 17, 2018, the day after
dozens of police officers had surrounded a suspected bank robber who had fled onto the grounds

' The relevant underlying background to the Subpoena Decision is summarized here, although
because the inquest hearing on WCAX-TV's motion to quash and the resulting decision remain under
seal, this section includes only material that has been publicly filed with the court or publicly disclosed.
2 Information received or gathered by a journalist in confidence is entitled to absolute protection.
12 V.S.A. § 1615(b)(1). This ironclad protection puts journalists in Vermont on par with those in New
York, Pennsylvania, and elsewhere. Non-confidential journalistic information, which included the
newsgathering footage sought in the inquest subpoena, is subject to a qualified privilege, overcome only
where, based on "clear and convincing evidence," a three-part statutory test is satisfied. Id. at (b)(2).
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of Montpelier High School and then, after a standoff in which the suspect brandished what
appeared to be a handgun, shot and killed him. Id. During the standoff, journalists from
WCAX-TV arrived on a street bordering the school and set up a news camera at least 100 yards
away, too far to hear any conversation, and captured video footage of the shooting across a
parking lot and football field. Id. WCAX-TV then broadcast several segments relating to the
robbery, the shooting, and the subsequent investigation.3 These segments aired the key footage
captured by WCAX-TV's reporter, showing both the seconds leading up to the shooting and the
shooting itself, as well as actions by police after the fact. WCAX-TV also broadcast the press
conference held by police following the shooting, at which law enforcement officials announced
that the Vermont State Police would be conducting an investigation of the incident.
The same day as the inquest was convened, the State's Attorney served a subpoena on
WCAX-TV. Order at PC1. As relevant to the Subpoena Decision, the subpoena sought "[a]ny
and all raw video (unedited) and audio (unedited) recordings pertaining to the police shooting
that occurred at Montpelier High School on January 16, 2018." See WCAX-TV Motion to
Quash, Ex. A, PC32-PC34. WCAX-TV's motion to quash asserted the new statute's qualified
privilege for non-confidential newsgathering materials — i.e., the raw video. WCAX-TV argued
that the test for compelled production of non-confidential unpublished news material could not
be met, including because the key footage had already been publicly broadcast and made
available online; the subpoena to the press came at the outset of the investigation rather than as a
last resort; and dozens of law enforcement officers and others witnessed the same events (and

3 In total there were four broadcasts, all of which are available online: http://www.wcax.com/
content/news/Robbery-suspect-cornered-at-Montpelier-High-School-469552973.html.
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indeed were much closer). In other words, there was no compelling need for production. See
generally WCAX-TV Motion to Quash, PC13-PC37.
On February 13, 2018, the Court held a closed hearing on the motion. Order at PC1.
Three days later, the court issued the Subpoena Decision, under seal in its entirety. As a result,
the judicial decision explaining the Superior Court's application of the statute and rationale for
quashing the subpoena has been unavailable to the public for nearly a year.
On April 17, 2018, Vermont Attorney General TJ Donovan held a press conference to
announce the findings of his investigation and said that no charges would be filed against the
police officers who shot and killed the alleged bank robber. See, e.g., Stephen Mills, Report
Clears Police Officers in Giffin Shooting, The Bane Montpelier Times Argus (April 17, 2018),
https://www.timesargus.com/articles/report-clears-police-officers-in-giffin-shooting/; see also
Order at PC1. Thus, the underlying inquest is complete. Id. at PC4 ("The Parties seem to agree
that the instant inquest is closed.").
II.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY
On July 24, 2018, WCAX-TV filed a motion to unseal the Subpoena Decision. See Mot.

to Unseal Order Dated Feb. 16, 2018 ("Unsealing Mot."), PC137-PC146. WCAX-TV argued
that "Vermont citizens have a 'constitutional and common law right of access to court records,'"
id. at PC140 (citations omitted), as well as a right under the Rules, id. at PC140-PC141. In light
of this right, WCAX-TV further argued that, with the inquest closed, the concerns that prompted
the Superior Court to seal the Subpoena decision no longer existed — i.e., that there could be no
possible harm to an investigation that had now been completed. Id. at PC142-PC143. Moreover,
any concern with the privacy of the involved officers was attenuated, both because none of the
officers were named in the Subpoena Decision and because all had already been publicly
gravel &
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identified. Id. On the other side of the scale, WCAX-TV urged that the Subpoena Decision "is
entitled to a particularly powerful presumption of access because it was the first decision to
interpret the recently enacted Vermont Shield Law." Id. at PC144.
WCAX-TV's unsealing motion was narrow, and confined to the Subpoena Decision
itself. The media entity did not seek to unseal a transcript of the inquest hearing regarding the
unsealing motion or any other documents relating to the inquest proceeding — only the Subpoena
Decision.
The State's Attorney opposed the motion, pointing not to any specific provision in the
Rules warranting sealing of the judicial decision but rather arguing that the Superior Court
possessed "'an inherent authority to deny access to otherwise public court records when
necessary to serve overriding public or private interests.'" See State's Resp. to Mot. To Unseal
("State's Unsealing Resp.") at PC147 (citing In re Sealed Documents, 172 Vt. at 161). The
State's Attorney analogized the Subpoena Decision to civil discovery that had not been "used by
a party . . . in connection with a request for action by the court," id. at PC148 (citing Rule 6(b));
to situations where a search warrant application has been denied, id. at PC148-PC149; and grand
jury proceedings, id. at PC150. In light of the "policy considerations" of these provisions and of
inquests generally, the State's Attorney urged that any public disclosure of the Subpoena
Decision might "discourage the use of this investigative tool for fear of compromising complex
investigations" — although he did not articulate how the then-completed investigation in this case
might be compromised. Id. Rather, the State's Attorney simply noted that a future prosecutor
might decide to reopen an investigation, and urged a blanket rule that the sealing of all court
records relating to an inquest should continue presumptively until "the statute of limitations has
run," here six years. Id. at PC15-PC151.
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The Superior Court issued the Order on November 8, 2018. It characterized the right of
public access to judicial decisions emerging from inquest proceedings as a novel legal question.
Order at PC2 ("The question presented is whether written rulings by the Court made in its role as
overseer and neutral arbiter of the propriety of an inquest procedure are themselves public
records subject to disclosure. This is a question of first impression."). Recognizing that "no
statute explicitly makes all inquest proceedings secret or even confidential," id., the court first
recognized that inquests themselves have historically been treated as confidential Vermont,
citing decisions that pre-dated, in most cases by decades, the 2001 Rules. Id. at PC2-PC3. The
court then cited Rutland Herald v. Vermont State Police, a case in which a media organization
filed a PRA request for criminal investigation records, including records relating to an inquest
proceeding, from an agency. 2012 VT 24, 191 Vt. 357, 49 A.3d 91.
Although the Order recognized that the Rutland Herald decision did not involve access to
judicial records under the Rules — and, indeed, that the Court in that case declined even to
consider whether the submission of investigative materials at an inquest made them subject to
disclosure from the agency under the PRA, id.

30; see also Order at PC2 — the Superior Court

treated the PRA as controlling. It answered "the question the Court avoided in Rutland Herald"
and found all inquest records — including those sought directly from the judicial branch — exempt
from disclosure under the PRA. Id. at PC2, PC5 (finding Subpoena Decision "exempt from
public inspection and copying" under 1 V.S.A. § 317(c)(5)); see also id. at PC5 (holding that
inquests are investigative tools and confidential under the PRA, and "[s]uch an exemption
logically includes any written rulings the court made in its role as the superintendent of the
lawfulness of the procedures of the inquest").
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The Order then instructed the parties to direct any appeal to the Vermont Supreme Court.
Order at PC5; see also Schaefer, 157 Vt. at 344, 599 A.2d at 341 ("Once representatives of the
media intervene, as they have here, they have standing to appeal to this Court from orders
denying them access to papers or proceedings.").
Argument
I.

THE RULES DO NOT JUSTIFY SEALING THE SUBPOENA DECISION
This Court reviews a sealing decision under the Rules for abuse of discretion. In re Essex

Search Warrants, 2012 VT 92, ¶ 14, 192 Vt. 559, 60 A.3d 707 (citing Sealed Documents, 172
Vt. at 163-64). However, "`[w]hen a trial court commits an error of law, it is an abuse of
discretion.'" Id. (quoting Spooner v. Town of Topsham, 2010 VT 71, ¶ 7, 188 Vt. 293, 9 A.3d
672). Because the Superior Court committed an error of law in its Order denying the unsealing
motion, the Order should be reversed and the Subpoena Decision unsealed.
A.

The Superior Court Erred in Applying Vermont's Access to Public Records Act

The Superior Court's fundamental error is that it applied the wrong legal standard. The
Order did not deny the Unsealing Motion under the Rules, which govern access to court records
in Vermont, or under the First Amendment, which vindicates a qualified constitutional access
right to judicial records, but rather under the Access to Public Records Act, 1 V.S.A § 315 et
seq., which is the general open records law applicable to state "agencies," id. § 316(a):
Thus, the court concludes that since inquests are confidential under
statute and caselaw and are only investigative tools, under 1 V.S.A.
§ 317(c)(1) they are records that are designated confidential. Such
an exemption logically includes any written rulings the court made
in its role as the superintendent of the lawfulness of the procedures
of the inquest.
Order at PC5. This is not a harmless error, because the PRA, unlike the strong public access
rights under the Rules or the First Amendment, includes automatic exemptions of agency records
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from public disclosure. Id. at PC3 (rejecting balancing of interests under PRA analysis of
access).
The Superior Court treated the Subpoena Decision as the functional equivalent of an
agency record — an executive branch document rather than judicial decision — because it
"relat[ed] to the detection and investigation of a crime, which is exempt from public inspection
and copying." Order at PC2 (citing 1 V.S.A. § 317(c)(5)). However, this Court has squarely
rejected the argument that judges overseeing inquests serve a solely executive, investigative
function. In re D.L., 164 Vt. 223, 230, 669 A.2d 1172, 1177 (1995) ("Although investigatory,
inquests have been viewed as the exercise of judicial power."). In a thorough analysis of the
history of Vermont's inquest procedure, the In re D.L. court described inquests as "essentially a
criminal proceeding," that "has been likened to the proceedings before a grand jury," albeit with
an investigative function. Id. at 225-26, 669 A.2d at 1174-75. Judges overseeing inquests retain
discretion over the proceedings, including "issuing subpoenas and exercising the court's
contempt power to force recalcitrant witnesses to testify." Id. at 225, 669 A.2d at 1174. As a
judicial arbiter, and not an executive branch agency, this Court rejected a constitutional
challenge to the inquest procedure as a violation of separation of powers concerns. Id. at 233,
669 A.2d at 1179 ("[W]e agree .. . that the statute 'authorizes the courts to perform a function so
closely connected with and so far incidental to strictly judicial proceedings that the courts in
obeying the statute would not be exercising executive or nonjudicial powers.") (citation omitted;
emphasis added); see also State v. Tonzola, 159 Vt. 491, 497, 621 A.2d 243, 246 (1993)
(recognizing that inquests are "a judicial proceeding"); cf. Rutland Herald, 2012 VT 24, ¶ 57,
191 Vt. 357, 49 A.3d 91 ("despite the investigatory purpose, an inquest is a judicial proceeding
and inquest records are court records") (Dooley, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
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Because the adjudication of WCAX-TV's privilege claim resulted in an order of the
Superior Court, the Rules govern access to the Subpoena Decision — and not the PRA. Indeed,
there is a "general understanding that Vermont's Access to Public Records Act does not govern
judicial materials." In re Essex Search Warrants, 2012 VT 92, 1 37, 192 Vt. 559, 60 A.3d 707
(Skoglund, J., concurring); see also In re Sealed Documents, 172 Vt. at 157 n.3, 772 A.2d at 523
n.3 (considering access to search warrants under court rules rather than the PRA, as urged by the
State); Herald Ass'n, Inc. v. Judicial Conduct Bd., 149 Vt. 233, 240 n.7, 544 A.2d 596, 601 n.7
(1988) ("It is doubtful that the public records law applies at all to judicial records in view of the
specific statutes in the trial courts and the power of the judicial branch over its records."). Such a
conclusion is also compelled by straightforward principles of statutory construction: The Rules
would be superfluous if the PRA applied to judicial dockets, and the PRA' s structure is plainly
focused on "agency" records. See, e.g., 1 V.S.A. § 318a ("Executive Branch Agency Public
Records Request System").
The analysis of affidavits of probable cause in Tallman illustrates the clear distinction
between agency records that are subject to disclosure under the PRA, on the one hand, and
judicial records subject to public access pursuant to the court's rules, on the other. 148 Vt. at
472, 537 A.2d at 426. Tallman held that, "[p]rior to inspection by a court, affidavits of probable
cause are agency records" subject to the PRA. Id. However, lalfter an affidavit is reviewed by
a court, access to the document is governed by [court rules]." Id.; see also id. at 473, 537 A.2d at
427 ("We hold that, after it has been reviewed by a court, an affidavit of probable cause becomes
a public document."). Here, of course, the Subpoena Decision is not simply a document
reviewed by the Superior Court; it is a ruling of the court. In short, that ruling is a judicial record
subject to public access pursuant to the Rules, rather than the PRA.
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B.

The Vermont Rules for Public Access to Court Records Require Disclosure

The Rules, effective in 2001, "provide a comprehensive policy on public access to
Judicial Branch records. . . [and] [t]hey shall be liberally construed in order to implement the
policies therein." Vt. Pub. Acc. Ct. Rec. Rule 1. The general policy in Vermont with respect to
public access to court records is that such records "shall be open to any member of the public for
inspection or to obtain copies." Id. at Rule 4 (emphasis added). Specifically, the Rules provide
that "[t]he public shall have access to all case records, in accordance with the provisions of this
rule, except as provided in subsection (b) of this section." Id. at Rule 6(a) (emphasis added); see
also State v. Whitney, 2005 VT 102, ¶ 9, 178 Vt. 435, 885 A.2d 1200 (under Rules, 'all case
records' are open to the public unless they fall into the exceptions set forth in § 6(b)"). Rule
6(b)(5) is the only exception that specifically addresses public access to court orders and it
specifically carves out orders of the court from the exclusion. Vt. Pub. Acc. Ct. Rec. Rule
6(b)(5) ("Records of the court in mental health and mental retardation proceedings under Part 8
of Title 18, not including an order of the court. . . .") (emphasis added).
While the Rules contain an exception for grand jury records and indictments (although
not judicial decisions arising therein), id. at Rule 6(b)(5), and nearly three dozen other
exceptions, there is no general exception for inquest proceedings. See generally id. at Rule 6(b);
see also Order at PC2, n.1 (recognizing that "no statute explicitly makes all inquest proceedings
secret or even confidential"). Because no categorical exceptions in Rule 6 apply, sealing is
properly evaluated under Rule 7's general authority for a court to "seal from public access a
record to which the public otherwise has access." Vt. Pub. Acc. Ct. Rec. Rule 7; see also In re
Manchester Square Ptnrs., L.P., No. 174-11-10, 2012 Vt. Super. LEXIS 5, at *2-4 (discussing
application of Rule 7's catch-all exception under which a court may seal an otherwise public
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Under Rule 7, sealing of court records must be premised "upon a finding of good cause
specific to the case before the judge and exceptional circumstances." Vt. Pub. Acc. Ct. Rec.
Rule 7(a) (emphases added). The provision further states that, in considering whether casespecific good cause and exceptional circumstances warrant sealing, "the judge shall consider the
policies behind this rule." Id. As the reporter's note indicates, "this authority should be
exercised by the court only in truly exceptional situations and only for good cause. It is not
intended that this exception be used to create new categories of records or information that are
generally closed to the public." Id. Thus, any analysis under the general exception must begin
with a presumption that the judicial records should be publicly available.
This Court has set forth four considerations for sealing under Rule 7. First, has the
presumption of public access been overcome by a showing that "a substantial threat exists to the
interests of effective law enforcement, or individual privacy and safety"? In re Sealed
Documents, 172 Vt. at 161, 772 A.2d at 527 (citation omitted). Second, have the parties
demonstrated the requisite harm with specificity as to each document? Id. at 161-62, 772 A.2d at
527 ("general allegations of harm are insufficient"). Third, does redaction, or other alternative
means, offer a less restrictive manner of protecting confidentiality interests than blanket sealing?
Id. at 162, 772 A.2d at 527. Finally, "in rendering a decision, the court must examine each
document individually, and make fact-specific findings with regard to why the presumption of
access has been overcome." Id. The findings and conclusions must be specific enough to permit
both appellate review and review by later trial courts confronted with requests for access to the
sealed information. Id.
The Order makes no findings on any of these factors specific to the Subpoena Decision.
Nor could it justify continued sealing under this test. Given the conclusion of the inquest, a
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ruling on the statutory privilege of WCAX-TV against compelled production of its raw news
footage shot from a public street would could not conceivably create "a substantial threat ... to
the interests of effective law enforcement, or individual privacy and safety." In re Sealed
Documents, 172 Vt. at 161, 772 A.2d at 527. As has previously been noted in public filings, the
Subpoena Decision does not even name any individual police officers, so no privacy rights are
implicated. (In any event, the identities of the officers involved — including their photographs,
current assignments, and time of service with the department — were published in a variety of
publicly available locations, including a Vermont State Police Press Release.4) Moreover, this
Court has recognized that it is error to treat sealing as an "all or nothing proposition." Schaefer,
157 Vt. at 353, 599 A.2d at 346. Thus, "[t]he court, then, if it orders sealing at all, must consider
first redacting the portions of the [filed document] that create the substantial probability of
prejudice to defendant's fair trial right and releasing the remainder." Id. at 351, 599 A.2d at 344.
Moreover "[a] court rejecting the appropriateness of redaction must make 'specific reasons and
findings on the record.'" Id. (citation omitted). In short, no specific harms have been identified,
redaction was not considered, and there were no "fact-specific findings with regard to why the
presumption of access has been overcome," In re Sealed Documents, 172 Vt. at 161-62, 772
A.2d at 527, only general consideration of inquests.
Certainly, there is a history of secrecy in the inquest process, In re D.L., 164 Vt. at 22526, 669 A.2d at 1174-75, and the investigative testimony in an ongoing inquest would likely
meet the sealing standard of Rule 7 in many if not most instances. However, with the conclusion
See, e.g., https://web.archive.org/web/20180422223634/https://vtstatepolice.blogspot.com/
2018/01/update-press-release-armed-robbery.html; Prosecutors: No Charges for Cops in Shooting
Outside Montpelier School, Associated Press (April 17, 2018), https://www.burlingtonfreepress.com/
story/news/2018/04/17/prosecutors-no-charges-cops-shooting-outside-montpelier-school-forcejustified/524949002/; Alan J. Keays, Troopers in Montpelier Fatal Shooting Back on Duty, VT Digger
(Jan. 24, 2018), https://vtdigger.org/2018/01/24/troopers-montpelier-fatal-shooting-back-duty/.
4
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of the investigation, there is no need to seal the collateral Subpoena Decision in order to protect
the confidentiality of the investigation. The existence of the investigation has already been
publicly disclosed, and therefore cannot possibly constitute the "good cause" and "exceptional
circumstances" required for the Subpoena Decision to remain under seal. In re Sealed
Documents, 172 Vt. at 161-62, 772 A.2d at 527; In re Essex Search Warrants, 2012 VT 92,

II 16-20, 192 Vt. 559, 60 A.3d 707. In short, this case presents no exceptional circumstances
warranting an exception to policy that "[t]he public shall have access to all case records." Vt.
Pub. Acc. Ct. Rec. Rule 6(a) (emphasis added).
II.

THE FIRST AMENDMENT ALSO COMPELS THE UNSEALING OF THE
SUBPOENA DECISION
The Court's inquiry does not end with its examination of whether the Rules support the

continued sealing of the Subpoena Decision. A necessary follow-up question is whether the
continued sealing is constitutional — that is, whether the First Amendment access right requires
public disclosure as a constitutional matter. Schaefer, 157 Vt. at 347, 599 A.2d at 342;
Greenwood, 149 Vt. at 442, 544 A.2d at 1157; Tallman, 148 Vt. at 473, 537 A.2d at 427. This
inquiry first asks whether the constitutional access right has attached, and then considers whether
a particular sealing order satisfies the strict scrutiny required to conceal judicial proceedings and
records from public view.
This legal question is not, as the Sealing Decision suggests, whether inquest proceedings
generally must be open. WCAX-TV's motion sought only to unseal the Subpoena Decision that
adjudicated its claim of privilege under the Vermont Shield Law. See Order at 1. Thus, the
narrow question presented by this case is whether the Constitution permitted the Superior Court
to maintain the seal on the Subpoena Decision — not the entire record of the inquest proceeding —
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even after the inquest concluded. No interest, and certainly none offered below, would warrant
the continued sealing under the First Amendment.
A.

The First Amendment Right Of Access Attaches To Judicial Opinions

It is well-established that the judicial process in this country must be as open to the public
as possible, and the First Amendment provides citizens with a qualified right of access to most
judicial proceedings and documents. Richmond Newspapers, Inc., 448 U.S. at 564-73; Tallman,
148 Vt. at 474, 537 A.2d at 427-28. This Court has recognized the U.S. Supreme Court's
"experience and logic" test to evaluate whether a First Amendment right of public access
attaches to a particular court proceeding or record:
In analyzing a claim of a First Amendment right of access to a
criminal proceeding other than a trial, the United States Supreme
Court noted that "our decisions have emphasized two
complementary considerations. . . . whether the place and process
has historically been open to the press and general public. . . . [and]
whether public access plays a significant positive role in the
functioning of the particular process in question."
Greenwood, 149 Vt. at 443, 544 A.2d at 1158 (quoting Press-Enterprise Co. v. Superior Court of
California, 478 U.S. 1, 8 (1986)) ("Press-Enterprise II"); see also Tallman, 148 Vt. at 469-70,
537 A.2d at 424-25. This Court has recognized that the two-part test is "equally applicable to
documents." Greenwood, 149 Vt. at 443, 544 A.2d at 1158. As relevant here, there is a nearly
unbroken tradition of public access to judicial opinions and rulings, including in contexts like
inquests or grand juries where the underlying evidentiary proceedings themselves are closed to
the public. See, e.g., In re Inquest Subpoena (WCAX), 2005 VT 103, 179 Vt. 12, 890 A.2d 1240
(public decision reviewing order granting WCAX's motion to quash inquest subpoena seeking
unaired video footage and out takes of a riot); In re D.L. , 164 Vt. at 224-225, 669 A.2d at 1174
(public decision reviewing order quashing subpoena ordering witnesses to appear at an inquest
regarding illegal contraband).
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1.

"Experience"

The U.S. Supreme Court has made clear that the "experience" prong of the test looks to
"the experience in that type or kind of hearing throughout the United States." El Vocero de P.R.
v. Puerto Rico, 508 U.S. 147, 150 (1993) (per curiam) (citation omitted). Put another way, the
focus is on the specific category of court document at issue. There is perhaps no type of judicial
record more firmly established in our common law system as traditionally available to the public
than court orders and decisions. As one federal appeals court has explained:
As ours is a common-law system based on the "directive force" of
precedents, its effective and efficient functioning demands wide
dissemination of judicial decisions. . . . Even that part of the law
which consists of codified statutes is incomplete without the
accompanying body of judicial decisions construing the statutes.
Accordingly, under our system of jurisprudence the judiciary has
the duty of publishing and disseminating its decisions.
Lowenschuss v. W Publ'g Co., 542 F.2d 180, 185 (3d Cir. 1976); see also Co. Doe, 749 F.3d at
267-68 ("Without access to judicial opinions, public oversight of the courts, including the
processes and outcomes they produce, would be impossible."); Mentzos, 462 F.3d at 843 n.4
("decisions of the court are a matter of public record"); PepsiCo, Inc. v. Redmond, 46 F.3d 29, 31
(7th Cir. 1995) r[o]pinions are not the litigants' property. They belong to the public, which
underwrites the judicial system that produces them.").
Judges have followed the well-reasoned practice of publishing court rulings even in
venues where the underlying proceedings are closed. See, e.g., U.S. v. Index Newspapers LLC,
766 F.3d 1072, 1093 (9th Cir. 2014) (recognizing right of access to grand jury contempt orders
because "[p]ublic access to this part of the record provides a check on the process by ensuring
that the public may discover when a witness has been held in contempt and held in custody"). In
Vermont, for example, this Court has held that "affidavits of probable cause may become public
documents after a judicial officer has made a finding of probable cause, while the evidence
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presented to the grand jury remains secret." Greenwood, 149 Vt. at 442, 544 A.2d 1157.
Similarly, this Court's own decisions regarding inquest subpoenas have been public. In re
Inquest Subpoena (WCAX), 2005 VT 103, 179 Vt. 12, 890 A.2d 1240; In re D.L., 164 Vt. 223,
669 A.2d 1172.5
Nor is this outcome unique to Vermont. Judicial decisions relating to subpoena
challenges in closed grand jury proceedings are routinely made public. See, e.g., In re Grand
Jury Subpoenas, 871 F.3d 141, 144, 150 (2d Cir. 2017) (reviewing district court's order denying
a company's motion to quash subpoena ordering its employees to appear before a grand jury); In
re Grand Jury Matters, 751 F.2d 13, 15, 18 (1st Cir. 1984) (reviewing district court's order
granting motions to quash grand jury subpoenas that ordered attorneys to testify against
individuals who were clients in state cases); Wapnick v. U.S., No. CV-88-1041, 1991 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 6333, at *1 (E.D.N.Y. May 6, 1991) (denying motion to quash grand jury subpoenas
requiring movants to produce handwriting exemplars); In re Grand Jury Subpoena (Legal
Services Center), 615 F. Supp. 958, 960-61 (D. Mass. 1985) (ordering quashing of subpoenas
that sought a legal clinic's clients' files, where grand jury was investigating the clients for
immigration fraud); In re Cruz, 561 F. Supp. 1042, 1042 (D. Conn. 1983) (granting motion to
quash grand jury subpoena of state tax records based on qualified privilege); In re Grand Jury
Subpoena, 454 Mass. 685, 685, 912 N.E.2d 970, 971 (2009) (reviewing lower court's decision
denying motion to quash subpoena ordering sheriff to provide recordings of the an inmate, the
subject of the grand jury investigation); In re Grand Jury Subpoena, 430 Mass. 590, 590-93, 722

5 Because, under the Rules, "[r]ecords not publicly accessible under this rule remain inaccessible
if the case is appealed to another court," Vt. Pub. Acc. Ct. Rec. Rule 6(i), this at least also suggests that
there is no basis for the underlying decisions to be withheld from public view.
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N.E.2d 450, 451-52 (2000) (reviewing lower court's decision denying motion to quash
subpoenas requiring parents to testify against their children before a grand jury).
In short, an extensive history supports public access to judicial decisions, including in
situations where underlying proceedings may be closed to the public.
2.

"Logic"

The related "logic" part of the test considers the public benefit of public access to a
category of court records or proceedings. For judicial decisions, this consideration dovetails
with the history of such access. It is hard to overstate the importance of access to judicial
decisions, both to promote public confidence in and supervision of the courts, Tallman, 148 Vt.
at 472-73, 537 A.2d at 427; Alcantara, 396 F.3d at 194-95,6 and, because such decisions are the
law, Lowenschuss, 542 F.2d at 185. Here, the Subpoena Decision was the first decision to
interpret the recently enacted Vermont Shield Law. "[W]hen a decision interprets a statute for
the first time, it . . . clarifies and enforces prior law. . . . [and] represents the first authoritative
construction of the enactment at issue." State v. White, 2007 VT 113, ¶ 9, 182 Vt. 510, 944 A.2d
203 (internal citation omitted). While a Vermont Superior Court decision is not binding
authority, it contributes to a body of law and a common law tradition that has historically
recognized the vital importance of public access:
The decisions and opinions of the justices are the authorized
expositions and interpretations of the laws, which are binding upon
all the citizens. They declare the unwritten law, and construe and
declare the meaning of the statutes. Every citizen is presumed to
know the law thus declared, and it needs no argument to show that
justice requires that all should have free access to the opinions, and
that it is against sound public policy to prevent this, or to suppress
and keep from the earliest knowledge of the public the statutes, or
the decisions and opinions of the justices. Such opinions stand,
6 Indeed, this Court has recognized that public access can be even more important where there is
no citizen involvement in the underlying proceeding. Greenwood, 149 Vt. at 444, 544 A.2d at 1158.
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the decisions and opinions of the justices. Such opinions stand,
upon principle, on substantially the same footing as the statutes
enacted by the legislature. It can hardly be contended that it would
be within the constitutional power of the legislature to enact that
the statutes and opinions should not be made known to the public.
Nash v. Lathrop, 142 Mass. 29, 29-36, 6 N.E. 559, 559-61 (1886). There is no other Vermont
case law yet analyzing the Vermont Shield Law's three-prong test to overcome the journalistic
privilege for non-confidential information. Given the dearth of case law interpreting the
Vermont Shield Law and the importance of the journalistic privilege, the Subpoena Decision
clearly represents a matter of substantial public interest. See State v. Aubuchon, 2014 VT 12,
9118, 195 Vt. 571, 90 A.3d 914 ("[I]t is the task of the judiciary, not the legislature, to interpret a
statute."). As such, both generally with regard to judicial decisions and specifically with regard
to the Subpoena Decision, there is a public interest in unsealing the judicial decision.
B.

The First Amendment Requires That The Decision Be Unsealed

Once, as here, a First Amendment right attaches to a judicial record, any sealing order
must satisfy strict scrutiny — that is, "the party seeking closure must demonstrate 'that closure is
essential to preserve higher values and is narrowly tailored to serve that interest.'" Tallman, 148
Vt. at 474, 537 A.2d at 427-28 (quoting Press-Enterprise Co. v. Super. Ct. of Cal. ("PressEnterprise 1"), 464 U.S. 501, 508 (1984)).
In this case, there are no constitutional interests balanced against public access, such as
an accused's Sixth Amendment right to a fair trial, id., much less one rising to the level to make
closure essential. Nor does the Order proffer any interest beyond the general secrecy of inquests.
Yet even if sealing of the Subpoena Decision ever met the high strict scrutiny standard — and it
did not — it certainly could not do so now that the inquest is complete and no charges have been
filed. As this Court has recognized, "[a] sealing order should not extend beyond the time
necessary to protect defendant's fair trial rights." Schaefer, 157 Vt. at 345, 599 A.2d at 351.
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Nor can the complete sealing of the Subpoena Decision be described as "narrowly
tailored," given that redaction was not considered. Id. at 351, 599 A.2d at 344 ( The court, then,
if it orders sealing at all, must consider first redacting the portions of the [filed document] that
create the substantial probability of prejudice to defendant's fair trial right and releasing the
remainder."); see also id. ("A court rejecting the appropriateness of redaction must make
`specific reasons and findings on the record.") (citation omitted). Again, that did not occur here.
The Schaefer decision is instructive. This Court rejected an attempt to seal a probable cause
affidavit that referenced the defendant's confession, because neither redaction nor delay "would
have been sufficient to protect the public access right in this case," where alternate means — juror
voir dire or a change of venue — could have protected the Sixth Amendment right. Id. at 351,
599 A.2d at 345. Although the Court will need to review the sealed Subpoena Decision itself to
determine whether anything discussed in that order exceeds the confession in Schaefer deemed
subject to public disclosure, WCAX-TV is confident about the result.

Conclusion
Both because the continued sealing of the Subpoena Decision is not warranted under the
Rules and because the First Amendment provides a qualified right of access to such a judicial
decision, WCAX-TV respectfully asks the Court to vacate the sealing order below and make the
Subpoena Decision available to the public.
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